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1. How Does Your School Plan To Fulfill The Responsibilities Of This Position?
My school plans to fulfill the responsibilities of the NCASC State Secretary School by being responsible,
reliable, and proactive. No matter what the South View Student Government Association will always be
present when needed, and trusted enough to take care of business right then and there. As the
Secretary School we will respect deadlines and keep accurate records by taking initiative and being
thorough with our work. Also, being the Secretary School we would be responsible for disseminating
important information to each NCASC member as well as effectively writing the NCSC’s newsletter and
complete all tasks in a reasonable amount of time.

2. What Are Your Student Council’s Qualifications For This Position?
The South View Student Government is qualified for this position because we are always ready with
either a pen and paper or blank document to take notes. Our student government is also experienced in
keeping records of meetings, making appointments for future events and meetings, documenting
correspondence, and even writing informational documents for past and present events. The NCASC
can count on us to carry out the tasks given to the Secretary position, be flexible enough to assess our
work and revise it immediately, and thoroughly check our work to ensure that all information is correct
and up to date.

3. Why Did Your Student Council Decide To Be A Candidate For This Position?
Our student government is truly intrigued to see how this association works at the upper levels and are
very excited to be a representative for all. Working at the state level will broaden our perspective of how
the student government should operate.

4. What Are Your Student Council’s Goals As A NCASC State Or District Officer School?
My school’s goals as an officer school would most definitely be an active representative. By this we
mean that we not only want to be sure that our voices are heard but we also care about everyone’s
thoughts and feelings. As an organization, we know participation at the state level only serves to
broaden our knowledge. We seek to learn from and engage with students from every district across
North Carolina. By becoming a part of this organization we can work on things such as; engagement
with other student councils, gaining experience on a statewide level, and help us get an insight to how
things work in similar organizations so we can adapt.


